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»q (ABSTRACT)
x'}
Üb This study investigates the determinants of union members'

satisfaction with their unions. Two theories of member satisfaction are

formulated. In the first, satisfaction is hypothesized to be a function

of specific union performances. The second theory relates satisfaction

to the relationship between unions and their members. Constitutional

procedures, in addition to performance, are the predicted determinants

of satisfaction.

A set of variables measuring union performance in various areas

thought to be important to union members is constructed to test the

first theory. In the second theory, labor union constitutions are

viewed as explicit contracts between unions and their members, and

various constitutional provisions are quantified and used as a set of

satisfaction determinants.

Performance variables are found to be the primary determinants of

satisfaction, explaining the majority of the measured variation in

satisfaction.

The constitutional variables cannot be ignored, however, because

when they are combined with performance variables they do contribute

significantly, in a statistical sense, to the explanatory power of the

union satisfaction model.

It appears that constitutional "contracts" which specify officer

removal and officer election procedures do help to solve union members'



agency problems and thus increase their satisfaction with their unions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most salient research areas in labor economics has been

the study of what it is, exactly, that labor unions do.

The traditional view is that labor unions act as monopolies in

order to raise the wage rates of their members. This monopoly theory of

unions has been extensively tested, and researchers have found that

labor unions do effectively raise wage rates for their members.

Estimates of the size of wage differentials between union and nonunion

workers vary, and are discussed at length in several articles, including

those by Parsley (1980), Lewis (1986), and Freeman and Medoff (1984).

Additional research has used the monopoly theory to explain differences

in fringe benefits for union and non-union workers (see, e.g., Freeman

(1980) and Lazear (1983)).

A newer, "second" view of unions, expounded by Freeman and Medoff

(1979, 1984), states that compensation determination is not unions' only

important goal. In their view, unions have other important functions,

such as providing their members with a low—risk method of communicating

with employers-·thus reducing worker dissatisfaction with the employer

and reducing quit rates (thereby increasing productivity)--and with

creating seniority systems which increase worker productivity by

increasing the probability that older workers will help newer workers

learn their jobs.

This second face of unionism is similar to the monopoly theory

insofar as both (usually implicitly) assume that labor unions act as

their members' agents. Alchian and Demsetz (1972), for instance, noted

1
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that unions are "hired" by workers to monitor the behavior of employers.

According to Faith and Reid (1983), most authors (see e.g. Dunlop

(1944), Fellner (1949), Carter (1959), and Freeman and Medoff (1979))

assume that unions act as their members' "fair and perfect" agents. If

unions are acting as their members' agents, then it becomes relevant to

ask what these members want their unions to do. Traditionally, the

performance of the union or the outcomes of its actions have been viewed

as being important. For instance, Faith and Reid (1983, p. 12) write

"to the extent that a union is its members' 'perfect agent', it should

raise members' utility however it can." Specific outcomes (such as

higher wages or more restrictive tariffs, for example) are seen as

determinants of union member satisfaction.

The assumption that labor unions act solely as their members'

· agents, however, has not gone unchallenged. Faith and Reid view unions

as agents acting in the service of some principal, where that principal

might be all union members, some subset of union members, employers, a

third party, or the union officials themselves. Union members may

realize that their union is not their perfect agent; indeed, they may

expect that their union will (at least sometimes) act in the behalf of

some other agent.
'

If this is the case, then the contractual agreements between union

members and their agents which shape their relationship become important

to the members. Therefore, procedures which align union actions to

member desires should increase members' satisfaction with the union.

This alternative approach implies that what is of concern to union

members may not be just outcomes but also the procedures involved in
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defining the member-agent relationship.

For example, when electing members to a union's executive body, a

union member may not be dissatisfied if his most preferred candidate is

not elected, as long as he approves of the method of election. Gamm

(1979, p. 295) argues that the use of at-large elections to elect union

board members "tends to discourage dissent within unions and (prevents)

effective representation of local unions." Gamm assumes that unions

exist to represent their members and that the best way to assure

representative government is through the regional election of union

board members. If this is indeed the case, then union members should be

more satisfied with unions that elect board members by district,

regardless of the outcome of any particular election.

To date there is no empirical evidence regarding the relative

significance of these two approaches to unions. This dissertation will

address this lack of information. The central question to be answered

is: What determines union members' satisfaction with their unions:

performance or procedures? Or, since neither approach demands

exclusivity, is satisfaction determined by some combination of the two?

To answer this question an index of union member satisfaction is

regressed against a set of variables measuring union performance and

against a set of variables describing various union decision-making

procedures. Summarizing the results, the combined model performs better

than either individually, although performance variables appear to have

significantly more explanatory power.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE THEORETICAL LITERATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE HYPOTHESES

Section I: Introduction

The goal of this dissertation is to determine what maximizes union

members' satisfaction with their unions. Three approaches in the

literature can be used to develop testable determinants of satisfaction.

These are the monopoly and voice theories of labor unionism, and what,

in this study, is referred to as the agency theory of contractual

relationships. The first two fall under what, in this study, is called

the performance model, while the last one defines the procedure

approach.

Section II: Monopoly Theory

The monopoly theory of unions can be used to explain union member

satisfaction in terms of wages, fringe benefits, and working conditions.

Several versions of labor unions as monopolists have been developed

in the literature. In a typical version, workers band together to push

the wage rate above its competitive level. Rees (1977, p. 51) assumes

that unions value both higher wages and additional membership, but that

"the precise weights to be attached to these two objectives will differ

from union to union and from time to time." In Reynolds' (1981) model,

labor demand is a function of the wage rate. As shown in Figure 1, when

faced with a competitive wage rate, W, firms will hire E units of labor.

Unions will strive to increase the union wage rate to W*, the wage rate

which yields the largest amount of income in excess of W. At this

profit-maximizing wage rate, the total wage bill is "the union wage

times the number who retain employment in the union situation plus the

4
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nonunion wage times the disemployed labor" (Reynolds, 1981, p. 167).

The rectangle of rent received by unionists, shown as the shaded area in

Figure 1, is maximized by "increasing employment up to the point where

the addition to the union wage bill equals the competitive, non-union

wage rate, H" (Reynolds, 1981, p. 166).

If the purpose of unions is to raise wages in this fashion, the

satisfaction of the labor union's members will clearly depend on how

well the union is performing its role as a monopolist.

Lazear (1983, p. 631) also models unions as monopolists and union

members as utility-maximizing individuals. He states that "it is well

known that a monopolist with the power to do so should always set

quantity equal to the efficient level", i.e., to the level where all

potentially mutually beneficial transactions between buyers and the

monopolist take place (Lazear, 1983, p. 638). By "allowing the

monopolistic union either to price discriminate or to set quantity as

well as price through all or nothing contracts" much of the

"inefficiency due to unions" is eliminated and a "higher level of wealth

for workers" is achieved (Lazear, 1983, p. 638). Thus,

price-discrimination and all or nothing contracts allow the monopolist

to maximize rent·extraction without sacrificing employment.

One rent-extracting device that a union might employ without

affecting labor demand is a lump-sum payment from the firm that is

independent of the amount of labor hired. Lazear states that this

lump-sum payment might be made in the form of certain fringe benefits,

thus concluding that monopoly theory supports the finding that union

workers receive proportionately higher fringe benefits than non-members.
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This lump-sum payment might alternatively be paid in the form of

improved working conditions, such as better job safety or more

interesting jobs. As Freeman (1980, p. 3) writes, "In the context of

the standard monopoly model of unions, exit is likely to be lowered by

union-induced improvements in wages, fringes, and work conditions

(italics added)."

Monopoly theory, therefore, implies that union member satisfaction

with union performance should depend on how good a job unions do in

increasing members' wages and improving fringe benefits and working

conditions.

Section III: Voice Theory

Voice theory supplements monopoly theory in explaining member

satisfaction in terms of wages, fringe benefits, and working conditions

- such as job safety and interesting jobs. In addition, it can be used to

explain satisfaction in terms of union performance in the areas of

grievance handling, job security, and worker participation in how

employers run the business and in how the workers do their jobs.

Monopoly theory focuses on unions as institutions "whose primary

economic impact is to raise members' wages at the expense of unorganized

labor and of the efficient functioning of the economy" (Freeman and

Medoff, 1984, p. 3). A more recently developed literature attempts to

identify positive effects of labor unions. Freeman and Medoff (1979,

1984) describe "two faces of unionism": the traditional monopoly face,

and a second, collective voice face, whereby unions act as institutions

through which communication between union members and their employers is

channeled. This second function allows union members to overcome the
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problems inherent in obtaining so-called "public goods" and to avoid

retaliation from employers for speaking out individually, thereby

leading to increased efficiency and higher productivity (Freeman and

Medoff, 1984, pp. 8-9).

Public good problems arise because a public good has the properties

of non-rivalry and non-exclusion, meaning that once the good is supplied

to one person it is costless to supply it to others, and that, in fact,

once it has been supplied it is prohibitively expensive or impossible to

exclude others from using it. Because of these properties, it is to

every individual's advantage to let someone else supply the good and

then to "free-ride", that is, consume the good without contributing to

its purchase price. Therefore, since no individual has the incentive to

provide an efficient amount of the public good, collective action must

be undertaken if the good is to be supplied. As Freeman and Medoff

(1984, p. 9) state, "without a collective organization, the incentive

for the individual to take into account the effects of his or her

actions on others, or to express his or her preferences, or to invest

time and money in changing conditions, is likely to be too small to spur

action." Some public goods present in the workplace include "safety

conditions, lighting, heating, the speed of the production line, the

firm's formal grievance procedure, pension plan, and policies on matters

such as layoffs, work-sharing, cyclical wage adjustment, and promotion"

(Freeman and Medoff, 1984, pp. 8-9). Unions provide a collective voice

through which the provision of these public goods can be discussed

without threat of retaliation from employers.

Voice theory is used to explain several aspects of union behavior.
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Like monopoly theory, the literature of unions as voice mechanisms

highlights the role of labor unions in improving work conditions, in

this case via collective negotiation of labor contracts. Freeman (1980,

p. 646) states that "workers wanting new conditions who, in the absence

of a bargaining alternative, might have quit will instead seek first to

obtain the particular changes through bargaining."

Unions as voice institutions are also "likely to reduce exit

behavior" through grievance and arbitration systems "which [offer]

dissatisfied workers who are considering quitting an alternative means

of expressing discontent and possibly changing work conditions" and

through the creation of particular work rules and conditions of

employment that are desired by workers (Freeman and Medoff, 1980, pp.

645-646).

The work on "voice theory" thus enlarges the role of the union. It

indicates that satisfaction in the areas of grievance handling,

on-the—job safety and health improvements, more interesting jobs, more

job security, worker participation in how they do their jobs, and worker

participation in how their employer runs the business are important to

union members. Union member satisfaction, therefore, should depend on

the performance of the union in these matters.

Section IV: Agency Theory

The agency literature is used to explain the need for contracts

between unions and their members, and to define which contractual

provisions best increase union members' satisfaction levels.

Discussions of the monopoly and voice theories of what unions do

are usually built around the assumption that the benefits of union
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actions are for union members. Some spillover effects may occur (i.e.,

Brown and Medoff's (1978) finding of higher productivity in unionized

firms due to lower quit rates) but the union is not recognized to be

acting in behalf of the beneficiaries of these spillover effects. Blair

and Crawford (1984, p. 552) assume that "union leaders are

constrained...to act as if they have preferences...that coincide with

the majority [of their union members']." Alchian and Demsetz (1972, p.

790) note that unions are "hired" by workers to monitor the behavior of

employers and, as mentioned earlier, most authors assume that unions act

as their members' "fair and perfect" agents.

If it is, indeed, the case that unions do act as their members'

"fair and perfect" agents, then it is reasonable to model labor union

member satisfaction as a function of specific outcomes of union actions

such as higher wages, better working conditions, etc. It is likely,

however, that unions may sometimes be motivated to act on behalf of the

recipients of union spillover effects. For example, Alchian and Demsetz

(1972, p. 790) state that unions have "incentives to use pension and

retirement funds not entirely for the benefit of employees." Reid

(1982, pp. 290-291) cites "sweetheart" contracts, exclusive

jurisdiction, opposition to right—to-work laws, and political positions

taken by union leaders which diverge from members' political wishes as

evidence that "it is unlikely that any union is the perfect agent [of

its members]". Faith and Reid (1983) view unions as agents acting in

the service of some principal, where that principal might be all union

members, some subset of union members, employers, a third party, or the

union officials themselves. Union members may realize that their union
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will (at least sometimes) act in behalf of some other agent. Since it

does not follow that other agents' interests will always coincide with

the union members' interests, union members need a way to monitor union

actions and a way to change those actions that they do not approve of,

in order to minimize shirking. Thus, union procedures become important

determinants of union member satisfaction.

The literature on agency relationships can be useful in analyzing

this proposition. (See, for example, Stiglitz (1975, 1987), Jensen and

Meckling (1976), Mirrlees (1976), Reid (1976), Harris and Raviv (1978),

Klein, Crawford, and Alchian (1978), Shavell (1979), Faith and Tollison

(1981), and Fama and Jensen (1983a, 1983b)). This literature recognizes

the possibility that agents may have incentives to shirk their

responsibility to their principals (i.e., to act in ways that do not

best promote the goals of the principals). Therefore, a principal will

be interested in ways of getting rid of shirking and of getting the

agent to carry out the principal's will. It is suggested that the way

to relate the agent's goals to those of the principal is to enact

contractual provisions that minimize the benefits of shirking. In

general, this literature specifies particular situations where the

agent's goals might diverge from the principal's and then works to

develop optimal contracts between the parties involved--optimal in the

sense that they minimize the agent's benefits of following divergent

goals.

The methodology used in this literature can be applied to the study

of labor unions and their members. In order to minimize shirking,

optimal contractual provisions between agents and their principals must
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be implemented. The agency literature suggests the existence of such

optimal contracts between unions and their members but, to date,

identification of such provisions is lacking.

In this study the labor union constitution is seen as an explicit

contract between the union and its members, defining the terms of the

agency relationship. Certain constitutional provisions are expected to

be important in defining a strict agency relationship. Optimal

formulations of these provisions are defined to be those that most

closely align the agent's interests with those of the members, thus

leading to the maximization of members' satisfaction with the union‘s

performance.

In order to test the theory that some labor union constitutional

provisions are better than others, in that they lead to outcomes that

satisfy the desires of union members more fully than do other forms,

data from 47 union constitutions are used to construct a set of

variables comparing constitutional provisions on various issues expected

to be related to member satisfaction.

To understand why union constitutions may contain provisions that

do not maximize members' satisfaction with their unions, the process

whereby constitutions are modified must be examined.

All of the constitutions included in this study have written

amendment procedures. In all but two cases amendment involves a

two-step procedure where some set of union members initiates a

constitutional amendment and then some approving authority votes on

whether to accept the change.

Individual members do not have much influence over constitutional
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ammendment proceedings. Of the 47 constitutions studied here, no union

allows an individual member to initiate amendment proceedings; the most

lenient constitution allows any three members to initiate an amendment

which then must be approved by a majority vote of convention delegates.

More frequently, a single local (in 16 cases), some stated minimum

number of locals (in 11 cases), or the union's executive board members

(in 14 cases) may initiate constitutional amendments. See Table 1 for a

breakdown of initiation methods.

Individuals do not have much control over amendment approval,

either. Only 20 of the 47 constitutions studied allow members to vote

on proposed constitutional amendments. Nineteen of these 20 have

multiple amendment procedures, so that amendments may be approved by the

convention or the union's executive board, without the consent of the

members.

In the other 27 constitutions studied, members are completely

excluded from amendment approval proceedings. Amendments are approved

only by the convention in 26 cases, and only by the union's executive

board in the remaining case.

Even the 20 constitutions that do allow member approval of

amendments do not give individual members much control over

constitutional form. As shown in column 1 of Table 2, an amendment must

get a two-thirds majority vote for ratification in 6 cases, a simple

majority in 13 cases, a plurality in 1 case, and an unspecified margin

of approval in 2 cases. (These numbers sum to more than 20 cases due to

the fact that several unions have multiple approval procedures,)

These results indicate that individual union members do not have
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TABLE l
UNION CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT

INITIATION MFTHODS
FOR THE 47 UNIONS INCLUDFD IN THIS STUDY

Number of Occurences

In Unions with In Unions with
Multiple Initiation Single InitiationMethod of Initiation Total Methods Methods‘

Any member O 0 0

Some number of members 2 l 1

Any member with some minimum number 1 0 1of local endorsements

Any local 16 ll S

Some number of locals ll 10 1

Any local with executive board l 1 0endorsement

Any regional council 2 2 0

Executive board of state federation 1 l 0

Executive board 14 13 l

Officer 5 5 O

Any convention delegate 2 2 O

Majority of convention delegates 2 2 0

Two-thirds of convention delegates 2 2 0

Convention 2 2 O

Convention Comittee 4 4 0

Some number of regional council 1 l 0
caucases at convention

Not stated 22 6 16
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TABLE 2

UNION CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT APPROVAL
METHODS FOR THE A7 UNIONS INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY*

(1) (2) (3)

Method Total Multiple Single

Two—thirds of members 6 6 O

Majority oF members 12 11 1

Plurality of members 1 1 0

Majority of convention
delegates, subject to
majority of members 1 1 O

Hnspecified number
of members 2 1 O

T2'? E Y

Total Multiple Single

Three—fourths of convention l O 1

Two-thirds of convention 2A 9 15

Majority of convention 13 7 6

Unspecified number of
convention delegates 7 5 2

Unspecified number of members
subject to unspecified
number of convention
delegates 1 0 1

E E E

Total Yultiple Single

Two-thirds executive board l O 1

Unspecified number of executive
board members 1 1 0

? I T

*27 unions have only one approval method. The remaining 20 unions

have multiple approval methods.
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very much influence in changing constitutional provisions that they

dislike.

Constitutional provisions expected to be important determinants of

union member satisfaction are those providing members with the ability

to accurately monitor union behavior and to influence union decisions in

ways that minimize undesirable actions. Provisions concerning union

audits and frequency of union conventions determine members' ability to

monitor union behavior, while provisions dealing with officer election,

removal and remuneration procedures determine members' abilities to

influence union decisions through control over officer election outcomes

and through control over officer rewards (re·election and pay raises)

and penalties (removal from office). These provisions, therefore, are

expected to be important determinants of union member satisfaction.



CHAPTER 3

DATA COLLECTION/HYPOTHESES

Section I: Introduction

In order to examine what determines union members' satisfaction

with their unions, an index of union member satisfaction is regressed

against a set of variables measuring union performance and a set of

variables comparing labor union constitutional provisions.

Data used for this study are collected from two sources. The index

of union member satisfaction and the set of variables measuring union

performance (output) are taken from the Quality of Employment Survey:

1977 (QES77). This survey is used because it identifies workers by

which union they belong to, because it contains an index of satisfaction

with union performance, and because it asks a series of questions about

the members' evaluations of what their unions were actually doing at the

time the survey was conducted, which makes it possible to construct a

set of variables measuring union performance in ten areas of union

activity.

These areas are: getting better wages, getting better fringe

benefits, improving job security, improving safety and health on the

job, getting worker participation in how they do their jobs, making jobs

more interesting, allowing member participation in how the union is run,

getting worker participation in how their employer runs the business or

organization, telling members what the union is doing, and handling

members' grievances.

One limitation of the QES77 data comes from the fact that the data

base is a cross section of American workers, while not all members of

17
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the unions studied are Americans. Conclusions drawn from this study may

not be applicable to unions with large numbers of foreign members.

Another limitation of the QES77 data was that only individuals who

worked for pay for 20 or more hours per week were included in the

sample. Several problems may have been introduced by this limitation.

Part-time workers may well have different needs and concerns than

full-time workers, differences that might not be recognized or addressed

by labor unions. This could mean that part-time workers are less

satisfied with their unions than are full-time workers, a fact that

would not have been picked up in this study. In addition, part-time

workers may have less incentive to monitor their unions.

Retired workers who are still union members were another group left

out of this study. These individuals are also likely to have different

concerns than full-time workers. For instance, retired members may wish

to put more emphasis on retirement fund management than the average

union member. In addition, union constitutions sometimes treat retired

individuals as second class members, assigning them reduced

participation and voting rights. For these reasons, ignoring retired

members may overstate measured satisfaction.

A third limitation is that there might be areas other than the ten

mentioned about which union members feel strongly about union action.

Union action that members approve of would raise satisfaction levels

above those measured, while a union's failure to act when members think

it necessary would tend to lower satisfaction levels. One potentially

important omission was the issue of labor union involvement in politics.

It would have been interesting to observe the effects of political
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endorsements and contributions on union member satisfaction.

In the study of the determinants of union member satisfaction only

a fraction of the 1515 respondents on whom QES77 contains information

are used. 1132 respondents who were not union members at the time of

the survey are deleted from the sample because QES77 contains no

satisfaction or performance (outcome) data for them. This leaves 383

union members in the sample. These 383 individuals are members of the

unions listed in Table 3.

The 383 individuals listed in Table 3 are coded by QES77 as being

members of 94 "unions". Ten of these individuals cannot be used for

this study because QES77 does not contain any data on their satisfaction

with their unions. Five of these ten could not have been used for all

of the hypotheses tested even if their satisfaction data did exist,

‘ because QES77 does not adequately identify the unions that they belong

to, instead grouping them under the union headings "unidentified",

"missing value", and, in one case, identifying an individual as a member

of a union that never existed, the "Insurance Workers of America".

Satisfaction data are available for the remaining 373 union members

and these 373 individuals are all used for at least part of this study.

These respondents are grouped under 93 union headings, including

"unidentified" and "missing value".

Prior to this study, little information and no data sets were

available concerning labor union constitutions. Three U.S. Department of

Labor bulletins (#1239 and #1263, published in 1959, and #1350,

published in 1963) provided summaries of union laws in effect in 1958

and 1961. Bulletin #1239 contains summaries of the types of
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TABLE 3
LABOR UNIONS AND EMPLOYEE ASSOCIATIONS

QES77
Code Union Name

004 ·Alliance of Independent Telephone Unions
001 Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union
008 Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America
009 Amalgamated Transit Union
010 American Association of University Professors
011 American Federation of Government Employees
221 American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial

Organizations
013 American Federation of Musicians
014 American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees
015 American Federation of Teachers
018 American Flint Glass Worker's Union of North America
022 American Postal Workers
177 Association of Flight Attendants (Air Line Pilots Association)

032 Bricklayers, Masons, and Plasterers‘ International Union of
America

033 Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
034 Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees
036 Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of the United States and Canada
037 Brotherhood of Railway, Airline and Steamship Clerks, Freight

Handlers, Express and Station Employees

041 California State Employees Association
044 Civil Service Employees Association (New York State)
046 Communication Workers of America

054 Fraternal Order of Police

055 Glass Bottle Blowers Association of the United States and
Canada

240 Graphic Arts International Union

058 Hotel and Restaurant Employees and Bartenders International
Union

063 Industrial Union of Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America
065 Insurance Workers International Union
238 Insurance Workers of America
069 International Association of Bridge, Structural and Ornamental

Iron Workers
070 International Association of Fire Fighters
072 International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers
076 International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders,

Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers
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TABLE 3 (continued)

078 International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
083 International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,

Warehousemen and Helpers of America
088 International Ladies’ Garment Workers‘ Union
091 International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union
234 International Printing and Graphics Communications Union
246 International Union, Allied Industrial Workers of America
102 International Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers
106 International Union of Operation Engineers
108 International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and

Agricultural Implement Workers of America
111 International Woodworkers of America

114 Kentucky Career Employee's Association

115 Laborers’ International Union of North America
116 Laundry and Dry Cleaning International Union
118 Lithographers and Photoengravers International Union
235 Lumber Products and Industrial Workers

124 Michigan State Employees Association

127 National Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees
130 National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians
135 National Association of Letter Carriers of the United States of

America
141 National Education Association
226 National Federation of Federal Employees
149 National League of Postmasters of the United States
152 National Rural Letter Carriers' Association
229 National Teachers Association
244 New Jersey State Employees Association
236 North Carolina State Employees Association

157 Ohio Civil Service Employees Association
158 Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union
160 Oregon State Employees Association

164 Pattern Makers' League of North America

166 Railroad Yardmasters of America
167 Retail Clerks International Association
043 Retail, Wholesale and Department Store Union

172 Seafarers' International Union of North America
173 Service Employees' International Union
174 Sheet Metal Workers International Association

187 Transport Workers‘ Union of America
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TABLE 3 (continued)

190 United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the
Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of the United States and
Canada

192 United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America
230 United Federation of Teachers
199 United Mine Workers of America
003 United Paperworkers International Union
201 United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum and Plastic Workers of America
202 United Shoe Workers of America
204 United Telegraph Workers
205 United Textile Workers of America
208 United Transportation Union
210 Utah State Employees Association

. Missing Value —— No Response
231 Teachers Federation/Association — Not Available What
232 State Teachers Association -· Florida Teachers Association,

etc.
233 City/County Teachers Associations —- Memphis Teachers, etc.
237 City/County Employees Associations (not AFSCM) —- Houston

City, etc.
241 State Nurses Associations -- Washington State Nurses

Association, etc.
242 State Police/Patrolmens Benevolent Associations -- New Jersey

Patrolmens Benevolent Association, etc.
243 City/County Police Benevolent Associations -— Topeka Police

Benevolent Association, etc.
245 State/County/City Education Associations -— Oregon Education

Association, etc.
601 Unidentified
831 Unidentified
899 Company Unions/Employee Associations -— Non—governmental

Organizations
997 Unidentified
999 Unidentified
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constitutional provisions that existed regulating "the election and

tenure of international union officers, the qualifications necessary to

hold union office, nominating and election procedures, terms of office,

salaries and allowances of union presidents, and removal procedures" (p.

1). Bulletin #1263 summarizes constitutional procedures dealing with

trusteeships. Bulletin #1350 contains summaries of disciplinary powers

and procedures found in union constitutions.

The information found in these bulletins is of little use for the

current study for two reasons. First, the data are from union

constitutions that were 16 to 19 years old at the time of the QES77

study, and second, the data are not disaggregated by union.

For the current study, a set of labor union constitutions in effect

during the collection of the QES77 data (October 1977) was assembled.

These were obtained either directly from the unions involved or from a

collection of labor union constitutions on file at the U.S. Department

of Labor. A set of variables from these constitutions is constructed

based partially on the types of provisions summarized in bulletins #1239

and #1350.

Section II: Union Member Satisfaction

The index of satisfaction used in this study is taken from QES77.

This index was constructed by asking union members "All in all, how

satisfied are you with your (union/employees' association)--very

satisfied, somewhat satisfied, not too satisfied, or not at all

satisfied? (QES77, p. 55)" QES77 called this variable v603 and assigned

it a value of 4 for every "very satisfied" response, 3 for every

"somewhat satisfied" response, 2 for every "not too satisfied" response,
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and 1 for each "not at all satisfied" response. In this study, the

values of v603 are reduced by one in order to conduct empirical testing

of the hypotheses using an ordered probit regression technique. See

Table 4 for a distribution of this satisfaction index.

The 373 QES77 respondents shown in Table 4A who have satisfaction

data are used to test the hypothesis that the outcomes of union actions

are important determinants of member satisfaction.

Due to restrictions discussed below in Section IV, only 187 of

these respondents are used to study the effects of union procedures on

satisfaction. The distribution of satisfaction for these 187

respondents (individuals in QES77 with both satisfaction and

constitution data) is presented in Table 4B.

Section III: Union Performance Variables

- Union performance is measured in three different ways, using a set

of QES77 questions containing information about ten categories of union

activities. These categories are: getting better wages, getting better

fringe benefits, improving job security, improving safety and health on

the job, getting worker participation in how they do their jobs, making

jobs more interesting, allowing member participation in how the union is

run, getting worker participation in how their employer runs the

business or organization, telling members what the union is doing, and

handling members' grievances.

For each area of interest union performance, as perceived by the

respondent, is measured by asking "Now think about what your

(union/employees' association) is actually doing. How good a job does

it do in (item i)?", where the ten items correspond to the ten
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TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTIONS OF MEASITPED SATISFACTION WITH UNION
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categories listed above (QES77, p. 55). Respondents could reply:

1. not at all good,

2. not too good,

3. somewhat good,

4. very good, or

5. don't know.

QES77 assigned a 1, 2, 3, or 4 if the respondent replied (1), (2),

(3) or (4), respectively, and recorded a missing value otherwise.

QES77 included two positive and two negative replies to these

performance questions, but no neutral response to measure indifference

towards union performance. This omission becomes important when

constructing the third set of union performance measurements, below,

but, for continuity, is dealt with here.

In recoding the performance responses, the omitted neutral response

is presumed to equal zero, and then the possible responses are arranged

around zero so that the negative responses are given negative values and

the positive responses are given positive values. Specifically, "not at

all good" answers are assigned a value of -2, "not too good" a value of

-1, "somewhat good" a value of 1, and "very good" a value of 2. This

particular transformation, which creates an unweighted index of union

performance for each of the ten union activities examined in QES77, is

arbitrarily chosen, and has the feature of aligning the responses around

zero without heavily weighting the extreme responses.

Table 5 shows the distribution of responses to each unweighted

performance question, first for the 373 QES77 respondents with

satisfaction data and then for the 187 respondents with both
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TABLE S
DISTRIBUTION OF

UNWEIGHTED PERFORPANCE RESPONSES
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TABLE 5 (CONTINUED)
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TABLE S (CONTINUED)
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TABLE S (CONTINUED)
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satisfaction and constitution data.

These unweighted performance questions do not measure the intensity

of importance to the individual respondents of the issues being studied.

This may skew the regression results because performance on all issues,

important and unimportant, is weighted equally. To avoid this problem,

a second set of union performance measures is constructed by combining

the QES77 performance variables with a set of QES77 variables indicating

the importance to the respondents of the particular items studied. The

resulting variables are called original weighted performance variables.

The importance questions are stated as follows: "Let's talk about

what you think your (union/employees' association) should be putting

into (item i)? (QES77, p. 53)", where the ten items correspond to the

ten categories listed above on page 17. Respondents could give one of

the following answers:

1. no effort at all,

2. a little effort,

3. some effort,

4. a lot of effort, or

5. don't know.

A 1, 2, 3, or 4 was coded if the respondent answered (1), (2), (3),

or (4), respectively; otherwise a missing value was recorded.

To construct measures of union performance that reflect importance

to union members, answers to the importance and performance questions

are rescaled in the following ways. The importance questions are

recoded so that the answer "no effort at all" is assigned a value of

zero, "a little effort" a value of 1, "some effort" a value of 2, and "a
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lot of effort" a value of 3.

Table 6 shows the distribution of responses to each importance

question, first for the 373 QES77 respondents with satisfaction data and

then for the 187 respondents with both satisfaction and constitution

data. distribution of responses to each performance question for

After the above transformations are made, each performance variable

is multiplied by its corresponding importance variable to construct an

issue-specific weighted performance variable for each of the 10

categories listed above. Each of these weighted performance variables

can range in value from -6 to 6. (See Table 7.) No attempt is made to

impute values for missing observations.

There are 271 respondents with data for all ten performance

variables, that is with no missing performance values. Table 8A shows

the distribution of their responses to each weighted performance

question. This set of questions is referred to as the original weighted

performance index, to differentiate it from the third union performance

measure, extended weighted performance, constructed below.

Many observations are lost using the original weighted performance

measure because 102 respondents have at least one missing weighted

performance value. In an effort to increase the precision of the

estimates, weighted performance values are constructed for these

individuals to replace their missing values. After this is done, these

individuals are combined with the 271 individuals with complete original

weighted performance data, and the resulting set of performance data is

l called extended weighted performance. To construct these additional

weighted performance values, the following steps are taken.
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TABLE 6
DISTYIBVTION OF IVPOPTANCE PESPONFES
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
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TABLE 7
CONSTRUCTION OF

WEIGHTED
UNION PERFORMANCE VARIABLES

WEIGHTED PERFORMANCEi - 1MPi X PERFi*

PERFi

Not at Not too Somewhat Very Don't
IMPi all good good good good know

-2 -1 l 2 .

No effort
O O O O 0 .

A little effort
1 -2 -1 l 2 ,

Some effort
2 -4 -2 2 4 .

A lot of effort
3 -6 -3 3 6 .

Don't know

*Weighted Performancei = Impi X Perfi,

where Impi is the coded response to the importance question for issue 1
and Perfi is the coded response to the performance question for issue 1.
This value ranges from -6 when the issue is very important and the union
performance is "not at all good" to 6 when the issue is very important
and the union performance is "very good". Weighting the performance
responses by the issues' importance to the respondent is useful because
it prevents performance on unimportant issues from skewing the regression
results.
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF ORIGINAL AND EYTENDED

WEIGHTED PERFOPMANCE VARIABLES
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TABLE 8 (c0NT1uuE1;>)
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TABLE 8 (CONTINVED)
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Rationality suggests that no time should be spent learning about

something considered completely unimportant. Therefore, it is

reasonable to expect some union members who are not at all dissatisfied

to answer "don't know" to the performance questions "how good a job does

your (union/employees' association) do in (item i)?" when the item in

question is considered completely unimportant.

For this reason, whenever the importance question is answered "no

effort at all", all corresponding missing values on the performance

question are set equal to zero. This affects 38 performance values. Of

these 38, 15 of the changes lead to "complete" data for 10 respondents,

where "complete" is defined as having no missing importance or

performance values after this transformation is made.

Next, the importance response is set equal to zero whenever it is

assigned a missing value (don’t know). This step is justified by the

assumption that if the respondent has no idea how important a particular

issue is, then the union's performance on that issue should neither

enhance nor detract from the individual's overall satisfaction with

union performance. This action affects 24 performance values, and keeps

13 individuals from being deleted from the sample. A limitation of this

procedure is that members who have clear ideas as to the relative

importance of a certain issue may respond "don't know" if they lack

information about the extent of their union's resources.

Finally, it is assumed that if an individual does not know how well

the union performs on a particular issue, the union's performance on

that issue is implicitly considered by that individual to be halfway

between "not too good" and "somewhat good". Therefore, whenever the
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performance question is answered "don't know" the QES77 missing value

response is recoded to equal zero, the value halfway between the ·1 and

1 values assigned for "not too good" and "somewhat good". By itself

this procedure keeps observations for 59 individuals from being deleted

from the sample; in conjunction with step 1, above, it saves 20 others.

This procedure is more restrictive than step 1 because for step 1 the

importance response had to be "no effort at all", while here the

importance response can be any of the five possible choices.

Again, the reason for these changes is to allow 102 respondents for

whom partial information on union performance (union outcomes) is

available to be included in the analysis.

Table 8B shows the distribution of responses to each extended

weighted performance question for the 373 individuals with satisfaction

— data.

Union member satisfaction is hypothesized to be positively related

to each of the union performance variables; good union performances in

areas deemed important by the union members themselves should increase

their satisfaction with their unions while poor union performances in

these same areas should decrease their satisfaction.

Section IV: Union Constitution Variables

The agency view of unions studied above suggested that the

procedures by which unions operate should be important, albeit not

exclusive determinants of members' satisfaction with their unions. To

test this theory, constitutional variables are collected as follows.

Three hundred seventy-three QES77 respondents who are members of

unions have satisfaction data available. All 373 are used to test the
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hypothesis that the perceptions of performance in areas of union actions

are important determinants of member satisfaction.

An additional restriction, however, must be made when testing the

constitution-as-contract theory of satisfaction determiuation: 78

respondents who do not belong to an identifiable union are eliminated,

because the independent variables for these tests are collected from

specific union constitutions corresponding to the unions to which the

respondents belong. QES77 does not identify the unions that 43 of these

individuals are members of. Instead it groups them under the union

headings "unidentified" (used as the union heading three times) or

"missing value" (five times). The other 35 respondents cannot be used

because their unions are not identified individually. These 35

respondents are grouped together under nine union headings such as

"State Teachers Association-- Florida Teachers Association, etc." and

"City/County Police Benevolent Associations--Topeka Police Benevolent

Association, etc." Since the respondents' particular unions are not

identified, their unions’ constitutions could not be obtained.

These restrictions leave 295 respondents who are members of 79

unions available for testing hypotheses involving constitutional data.

There are two sources for labor union constitutions--the labor

unions themselves and a collection of constitutions on file at the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics. To obtain the constitutions needed for this

study, letters were written directly to the unions involved, requesting

copies of their constitutions in effect during October 1977, the QES77

survey period. Because of mergers, several unions no longer exist. In

these four cases, letters were written to the unions formed by the
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mergers, requesting copies of the original unions' constitutions.

Forty-three union constitutions in effect in October 1977 were collected

in this manner. This left 36 constitutions to be obtained.

The next step involved checking with the Bureau of Labor Statistics

to determine which of these 36 constitutions it had on file, and then

obtaining these directly from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Four

additional constitutions were available from the Bureau of Labor

Statistics.

Through these methods constitutional data were collected for 187,

or 63%, of the 295 respondents. Thirty-two constitutions in effect

during October 1977 remain unavailable.

The following constitutional variables are collected and are

defined below: CONVENE, AUDIT, SALPOW, and two groups of variables

. dealing with officer election and removal procedures.

CONVENE is defined as the reciprocal of the number of years between

conventions and is expected to be positively related to satisfaction if

holding conventions more often gives members more chances to realign

union-agent priorities and to participate in union affairs.

AUDIT is set equal to 1 if the constitution requires an official

audit of the union's books at the national level and equal to O

otherwise. AUDIT should be positively related to satisfaction if audits

increase member access to union records and/or if monitoring through

audits increases union officials' incentives to act in their members'

interests.

Although salary determination is studied only for national

presidents, this section can be generalized to refer to all national
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officers. This generalization is possible because, although the dollar

value of salaries may vary from president to vice-president to

treasurer, etc., the procedure for setting these salaries remains

constant. Salaries are set by the convention, by the union's executive

board, or by the constitution. There are three categories of

constitutionally determined salaries: those related to member earnings,

those related to the Consumer Price Index, and those with a dollar

value. There are also two categories for salaries set by the union's

executive board: in some cases the board can approve limited increases

where the limits are prescribed by the constitution but in other cases

the board's salary decisions are unrestricted. These data are used to

investigate the effects of member control over salaries on satisfaction.

This information is used to construct a variable, SALPOW, which is

an index of member control over the national union president's salary.

SALPOW is set equal to 0 if the executive board has unrestricted control

over these salaries, and equal to 1 if these salaries are set by

convention vote, if they are determined strictly by a constitutional

provision, ok if they are determined by a constitutional provision but

the executive board can approve limited increases where the limits are

stated in the constitution. In nine cases the authority to set salaries

is not constitutionally specified. Because this power is not explicitly

vested with the union members, SALPOW is set equal equal to O for these

nine individuals. Member satisfaction is hypothesized to be positively

related to SALPOW.

Four variables are identified which determine national union

officer election procedures. These are TERM, EXBDIST,~NOMPOW, and
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ELECREF.

TERM is defined as the reciprocal of the length, in years, of the

term of office of the national union president. This value usually

coincides with the term of office for the other national officers.

Short terms of office give union members more opportunities to remove

unwanted officers and therefore TERM should be positively related to

satisfaction.

EXBDIST equals 1 if executive board members are elected by district

and equals 0 if they are elected at large. Gamm (1979, p. 295) studied

the election base of American labor unions and found that election of

executive board members on an at-large basis "tends to discourage

dissent within unions and to prevent effective representation of local

interests" (see above, p. 3). This indicates that EXBDIST should be

positively related to satisfaction.

NOMTOW is used to describe the nomination process for candidates

for the office of national union president. It is set equal to 1 if

nominations are made at local union meetings, by membership petitions,

on the union's convention floor, or when any union member can nominate

himself for president. If a union nominating committee selects the

candidate then NOMPOW is set equal to 0 because in this case control is

most effectively removed from members. Eighteen individuals have

missing values for NOMPOW. In these cases NOMPOW is set equal to 0

because the constitutions do not explicitly give members power to

nominate candidates. NOMPOW is hypothesized to be positively related to

satisfaction.

ELECREF equals 1 if the national president is elected by membership
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referendum and O if he is elected by convention delegates. Since

membership referendums give members more control over elections, ELECREF

is hypothesized to be positively related to satisfaction.

A set of five variables detail officer removal procedures. These

are INITMBR, ENDEST, REMMBR, REMST, and APPEST.

INITMBR identifies whether union members have any authority to

initiate officer removal proceedings. INITMBR is set equal to 1 when any

local or a minimum number or percentage of union members has the

authority to initiate officer removal proceedings. If a governing body

of the union, the convention, or any individual member of the union may

initiate removal proceedings then INITMBR is set equal to 0. INITMBR is

also set equal to O for the 26 individuals for whom initiation authority

is not constitutionally specified. This is done because initiation

power is not explicitly given to union members. Since the ability of

members to participate in initiation procedures gives members more

control over union officers, INITMBR is hypothesized to be positively

related to satisfaction. This ability to participate does not include

the right to initiate officer removal without support from at least some

other union members. This is because individuals acting alone may

actually decrease satisfaction by initiating costly removal proceedings

that are not supported by anyone else. Therefore individual member

initiation power is not hypothesized to increase satisfaction.

Ten unions require that removal initiations be endorsed. Typically

this is done to prevent frivolous or ungrounded actions against union

officers (Department of Labor Bulletin #1239, p. 27). Endorsements are

made by one of three methods: by a union governing body, by both a
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governing body and some minimum number or percentage of members or

locals, or by some minimum number or percentage of members or locals.

ENDEST is set equal to 1 in the first two cases and to 0 when there is

no endorsement requirement or if endorsements are made by some minimum

number or percentage of members or locals. Union governing authority to

approve removal petitions may be seen as an attempt to reduce union

members' power to initiate removal proceedings. If this is the case

then ENDEST should be negatively related to satisfaction.

Removal decisions are made by membership referendum, locals with a

majority of members, or a union governing body. REMMBR equals 1 in the

first two cases and 0 otherwise, while REMST equals 1 in the third case

and 0 otherwise. When the union constitution in question has no removal

procedure both of these removal variables are set equal to 0.

In cases where officers are not acting in their members' interests,

member satisfaction will be a function of their ability to oust the

recalcitrant officer. REMBR is therefore expected to be positively

related to satisfaction. Since union members do not retain removal

authority when REMEST equals 1, REMEST is hypothesized to have a

negative coefficient.

The last removal procedure variable deals with appealing removal

decisions. Twenty-four union constitutions allow removal decisions to

be appealed. These final appeals may be made either to the next union

convention, to a union governing body, or to a membership referendum.

APPEST is set equal to 1 in the first two cases and to 0 in the third

case and when there is no appeal procedure. If retaining control over

appeal decisions is important to members then APPEST should be
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negatively related to satisfaction.

It should be noted that, to the extent that union behavior is

implicitly contracted (for instance, if audits are always conducted even

when they are not constitutionally required), the relationships

hypothesized to exist between these constitutional variables and member

satisfaction will be weakened.

In addition, constitutional provisions may not be the only form of

contracts between members and their unions. The presence of other

contracts will also serve to weaken the results of this model.



CHAPTER 4

METHODS AND RESULTS

Section I: Estimation Method

The dependent variable in this study, satisfaction with one's

union, is modelled as an index ranging over the integers 0 to 3

inclusive, with satisfaction increasing as the scale moves upward. As

discussed in McKelvey and Zavoina (1975), when dealing with an ordinal

dependent variable such as this, it will generally be the case that the

error term in the usual linear model does not have a zero mean or

constant variance, and thus the assumptions required for employing

ordinary least squares regresison techniques are violated. McKelvey and

Zavoina assume that these problems arise because of incomplete data on

the dependent variable and they develop an alternative, maximum

likelihood, model called ordered probit, which is used in this study.

Following their method, Y* is defined as the underlying measure of

satisfaction, where

¢ n
U (1)

and where the Xk are a set of variables affecting satisfaction, the Bk

are a set of unknown parameters, and U is a random disturbance term. Y*

is assumed to be continuous. Unfortunately, however, only a discrete

realization of Y*, called Z, is observed. For instance, if Y* lies

below some unobserved threshold, pl, then Z = 0 is observed, i.e., the

individual is described as being not at all satisfied. If Y* lies above

this threshold but below another, p2, then Z = 1 is observed and the

53
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individual is described as not too satisfied.

Z is defined as follows:

Z = 0 if Y* < pl not at all satisfied (2)

Z = 1 if pl < Y* < p2 not too satisfied

Z = 2 if p2 < Y* < pg somewhat satisfied

Z = 3 if p3 < Y* very satisfied

where the pi are unobserved thresholds.

Since

*
n

Y~ = k§1BkXk + U,

equation (2) implies:

n

pi_1 < ki1BkXk + U < pi. (3)

By assuming the U ~ N[0,02], the probability that satisfaction will

fall into a particular category can be expressed as:

<|>[(uu · ZßkXk)/G] - <I>[(un_1 - ZßkXk)/Gl (4)

where ¢(t) is the cumulative standard normal distribution.

The following normalizations are required to derive estimates:

0 = 1 and pl = 0.

These normalizations allow equation (4) to be rewritten as:

P(u¤_1 < Y* < un) = ¢(uH · ZBkXk) · ¢(uu_1 · ZBkXk)- (5)

A maximum likelihood estimation procedure is then employed to find

estimates of the B and p in equation (5). The actual estimation is

conducted using the ordered probit model in LIMDEP. The signs of the

estimated B can be interpreted in the manner of regression coefficients

and tests of significance can be conducted. As stated in McKelvey and
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Zavoina (p. 114), "B represents the amount of change in [the underlying

dependent variable, Y*], which is brought about by a unit change in the

independent variable."

The two hypotheses discussed in Chapter 2 are tested using the

ordered probit technique.

According to monopoly and voice theory, satisfaction should be

related to the performance of the union. This hypothesis is tested by

specifying Xk in equation (1) to be the set of variables describing

union performance on the various issues discussed in Chapter 3.

Agency theory predicts that constitutional variables should be

important determinants of satisfaction. To test this hypothesis the Xk

in equation (1) are extended to include variables describing the

constitutional provisions discussed in Chapter 3.

Maximum likelihood estimates of the B and p in equations (5) for

these two models of satisfaction are presented below in Section II and

Section III.

Section II: Union Performance Model

Maximum likelihood estimates of the coefficients of union

performance variables are presented in Tables 9 and 10. All three

measures of union performance developed in Chapter 3, Section III are

used in the estimated equations that follow.

Table 9, regression 1 presents results for the set of unweighted

performance variables described on page 26. Union performance in the

areas of wages, fringes, job participation, union participation, union

information and grievance handling are found to be significantly related

to satisfaction. As hypothesized, good union performance in these areas
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TABLE 9
ORDEREO PROBIT RESULTS FOR
UNION PERFORMANCE VARIABLES

Regression 1 Regression 2 wegression 3 Regression L
Unvelghted Performance Unueizhted Performance lrlzinal Welzhted Extended weighted

Performance Performance
Independent n¤284 n-271 n¤27l R-373
Variable C0effiCi¢¤C/¤·S¤ä¤i9¤iC C¤¢ffiCi€¤C/t-SEatiSt1cCoefficient/t-statisttcCoefficient/t·stat1stic

1
Constant 1.44/10.88*** 1.41/lO.44«•« 1.523/12.61*** ;_556}15_60««•

HanesFrinzesSecurity

0.10/1.34 0.11/1.33 0.010/0.33 0_00s/o_lB

Safety -0.02/0.30 -0.02/0.34 ~0.018/0.65 _0_0l8/0_7S

Jubpartic 0.15/1.93* 0.14/1.78* 0.080/2.08** 0_OLL/l_32

Jobinterest -0.00/0.00 0.00/0.02 0.043/1.19 0_OLB/l_LL

UnionparticBuspartic -0.03/0.39 -0.02/0.35 -0.021/0.s9 0.003/0.09

Unioninfo 0.19/2.64*** 0.18/2.43** 0.052/1.83* 0_05g/2_l7*«

Grievance

O 0 0 O

U2 1.29/10.39*** 1.26/10.08*** 1.25/10.35*** 1.17/11.85***

us 3.44/30.97*** 3.38/29.55*** 3.27/30.25*** 3.23/35.58***

2 .31
Pseudo-R .35 .35 .33

Q
287.34***

X2 251.68*** 242.04*** 230.82*** (23.20)
(23.Z0)_ (23.20) (23.20)

1*** denotes slvnificance level of 0.01.

** denotes signiflcance level of 0.05.

* denotes significance level of 0.10.

a Xztest for the hypothesis that all explanatory variables have zero coefficients

(and critical value at l percent level of significance).
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is positively related to satisfaction.

Table 9, regression 2 presents results using the same unweighted

performance variables as regression 1 but with the 271 individuals for

whom original weighted performance data can be constructed in place of

the 284 individuals used in regression 1. This is done so that the

effects of changing the method of measuring performance in regression 3

can be compared. The loss of thirteen individuals does not alter the

results.

Moving from regression 2 to regression 3, the performance index

used is changed from unweighted performance to original weighted

performance in order to compare the sensitivity of the results to the

particular weighting scheme used. The number of respondents remains set

at 271, so regressions 2 and 3 are directly comparable. For regression

3, performance in each area is weighted by how important the issue is to

the respondent. The same independent variables are statistically

significant determinants of satisfaction in each of the first three

regressions.

For regression 4, the 102 individuals for whom at least one

weighted performance value was constructed to replace a missing original

weighted performance value are added to the 271 respondents from

regression 3. Ordered probit results for these extended weighted

performance variables show that the same variables as in regressions 1

through 3 are again statistically significant. An important conclusion

that is drawn from Table 9 therefore, is that, although the comparative

size of the coefficients changes, the results as to which performance

variables affect satisfaction are not sensitive to the definition of
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performance used. All three performance measures yield consistent

results.

Although goodness—of-fit statistics are not usually presented with

this estimation method, two such measures are constructed and presented

here for each equation. The first is what is known in the literature as

pseudo-R2. As explained in McKelvey and Zavoina (1975, pp.111-112),

this pseudo-R2 is an estimate of the R2 of the underlying regression

model and represents "the portion of the original variance explained by

the probit analysis . . . if we could have measured the dependent

variable on its underlying interval scale." The pseudo-R2 is calculated

as:

L(B )

. where L(3) is the log likelihood of the unconstrained model and

L(3H) is that of the model defined by the null hypothesis that all

alternatives are equally likely. This measure equals zero when L(g) =

L(3H) and equals one when the model is a perfect predictor. Pseudo-R2

values in Table 9 range from .31 to .35.

Log likelihood chi·square values are the second goodness-of—fit

measures presented in Table 9, for the test that all coefficients equal

zero, implying that all alternatives are equally likely. These values

are large enough in all four regressions to reject this hypothesis at

the one percent level of significance.

Threshold estimates pl, p2, and pg are also presented in Table 9.

pl was set equal to 0 and indicates the assumption that when underlying
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satisfaction falls below 0 then the discrete realization of

satisfaction, Z=0, is observed and the individual is described as being

not at all satisfied. In regression 1 p2=1.29 indicates that Z=1 is

observed when underlying satisfaction falls between 0 and 1.29 standard

deviations of the normal distribution. Similarly p3=3.44 indicates that

Z=2 is observed when underlying satisfaction falls between 1.29 and 3.44

and that Z=3 (very satisfied) is observed when underlying satisfaction

is greater than 3.44.

In Table 10, all of the performance variables that were never

significant in Table 9 are deleted, and the four regressions presented

in Table 9 are re-estimated. If this removal is justified, the

coefficients of the remaining variables can be estimated more

efficiently. Estimates of the coefficients of the six remaining

variables are presented in equations l through 4 and are similar in size

to their counterparts in Table 9. All coefficients remain statistically

significant.

To test whether the removal of the insignificant variables is

justified by the data, log likelihood ratio tests are conducted,

comparing each of the more general unrestricted equations from Table 9

with its restricted counterpart from Table 10. The computed X2 values

are reported in Table 10. The null hypothesis that the extra variables

add nothing to the regression's explanatory power cannot be rejected at

the ten percent level of significance for any of the four regression

models.

As in Table 9, the pseudo-R2 values in Table 10 range from .31 to

.35 and the log likelihood X2 values are large enough at the one percent
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TABLE 10
ORDERED PROBIT RESULTS FOR SELFCTED

UNION PERFORMANCE VARIABLES

Regression 1B Regression 28 Regression 3B Recression AB
Unueighted Performance Unveighced Performance Original Ueighted Extended Weighted

Performance Performance
Independent n•284 n-271 n~271 n-373

Variable Coefficlent/t-statistic Foefficlent/t-statisticCoeffic1ent/t-statisticCoefflcient/t-statistic

c„„,;.„¤ 1.47/12.66**** 1.bé/12.17*** 1·^9^/13-58*** 1.695/lS,9Z*•~

w.,,, 0.26/1.66·~· 0.26/1.61#·~ °·097/3-10*** 0.lOb/3.85***

rrlnges 0.19/2.92~~· 0-19/Z-85*** °·°B1/2-81*** 0.085/3.29***

1„6p.r„1c 0.15/2.61*** 0.16/2.66·~ °·°¤5/2-63*** 0.0s111.95«

U¤1¤np•rr1c 0.21/3.35*** 0.22/3.35*** 0-075/Z-95*** 0.035/3_93»«•

u„1¤„1„66 0.18/2.6A*** 0.16/2.6o~• 0-051/1-91* 0.056/g_;1«•

Grlevance 0.33/4.61*** 0.33/&.5l*** 0-106/3.82*** O_088/3_53,,,

P1 0 O 0 0

U2 1.28/l0.&6*** 1.27/10.21*** 1.26/10.38*** 1.16/11.82***

ua 3.43/30.84*** 3.38/29.&8*** 3.26/30.46*** 1.21/3s.60•••

P«eu¤¤-nz .16 .16 .11 -*1
~\iz ;7,•;_61«•« 219.90~~¤·228.53***(16.81)

(16.81) (16.81) ' 1

.
}L‘ B 2.08 2.16 2.30

ii§‘„7)

(11.27) (13.27) (13.27)
‘*

1*** denotes sicnificance level of 0.01.

** denotes signiflcance level of 0.05.

* denotes significance level of 0.10.

a 11 test for the hypothesis that all explanatory variables have zero coefficlents

(and critical value at 1 percent level of significance).

B ‘x; test for the omission of the lnsignificant variables ln Table 9 (and critical

value at l percent level of significance).
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level of significance to reject the null hypothesis that all

alternatives are equally likely.

Section III: Combined Model of Union Member Satisfaction

Because the two hypotheses presented in Chapter 3 are likely to be

complementary rather than exclusive, a set of ordered probit regressions

is run combining performance and procedure (constitutional) variables.

This is a less restrictive framework because it recognizes that, while

decision-making procedures and control of the agent are important to

union members, members will not concentrate on favorable procedures at

the expense of favorable outcomes. Both constitutional variables and

union performance are viewed as determinants of union satisfaction.

In order to determine whether constitutional variables add to the

performance model's explanatory power, the following steps are taken.

Extended weighted performance variables are used because an

extended weighted performance value can be constructed for all 373

individuals who have satisfaction data. As shown above, the particular

definition of the performance variable used does not alter the

conclusions.

Also, the four performance variables that were found never to be

significant determinants of satisfaction are ignored. This restriction

was found to be consistent with the data in the previous section.

Given these restrictions, constitutional variables are added to the

six extended weighted performance variables from Table 10, regression 4.

Ordered probit results are presented in Table 11.

All 12 constitutional variables are added to the significant

extended weighted performance variables from Table 10, regression 4B, to
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TABLE 11
ORDERED PROBIT RESULTS FOR JOINT ESTIMATES:

UNION PERFORMANCE AND UNION PROCEDURE VARIABLES

Regression 1 Regression 2 Regression 3
Independent n-187 n•187 n-187
Ygriable Coefficient/t—statlstic Coefflclent/t-statistic Coefflclent/t—statist1c

Constant 2.004/2.69*** 2.023/2.72*** 2.078/2.90***

Wages 0.113/2.48** 0.113/2.57*** 0.110/2.50**

Fringes 0.136/3.44*** 0.133/3.36*** 0.136/3.41***

Jobpartic 0.097/2.32** 0.098/2.34** 0.099/2.36**

Unionpartic 0.123/3.28*** 0.124/3.44*** 0.122/3.30***

Unioninfo 0.020/0.58 0.019/0.56 0.016/0.47

Grievance 0.085/2.53** 0.082/2.48** 0.089/2.61***

Convene —0.2¤5/0.ß6 ----—--·-- -0.197/0.62

Audit 0.334/0.86 0.262/0.70 -----—----

Term 0.252/0.45 0.043/0.08 0.354/0.68

Exbdlst -0.119/0.38 -0.207/0.77 -0.231/0.91

Nompow 0.244/0.57 0.214/0.51 0.270/0.67

Elecref 0.653/1.93* 0.638/1.85* 0.625/1.91*

Initmbr 0.113/0.23 0.065/0.13 0.279/0.67

Endest 0.236/0.55 0.261/0.61 0.232/0.54

Remmbr -1.159/1.65* ·l.O75/1.58 -1.026/1.51

Remest -1.954/1.32 -2.014/1.02 —1.802/1.32

Appest 1.719/1.19 1.856/0.95 1.691/1.28

Salpov -0.334/0.79 -0.323/0.76 ·0.374/0.90

U1 0 0 0

U2 1.40/8.56*** 1.39/8.55*** 1.39/8.62***

“3
3.63/25.42*** 3.62/25.40*** 3.62/25.48***

Pseudo-R2 .39 -38 ·38

XZ‘
182.49*** 181.65*** 181.23***

(34.80) (33.40) (33.40)

Xzb 3l_68*** }g_g6«*n )O,&2***

(26.21) (24.72) (24.72)

X2¢ ......... 0.82 1.26
(5.99) (5.99)

axz test for the hypothesis that all explanatory variables have zero
coefficianta (and critical value at 1 percent level of slgniiicance).

bxz test for the hypothesis that all the union procedural variables have
zero coeFfic1ents (And critical value at l nercent level of
significance).

CX2 test for the hypotheais that the omitted type of union procedural
variables has zero coefflctents (and critical value at 5 percent
level of slgniflcance).
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TABLE 11 (CONTINUED)

....,...... 6*6:::366 6 666:5:%*6 6 666:::;:66 6
Variable Coetflcient/t~•tat1•tic Coefficient/t-statistic Coefflclent/t-statistic

Ccneteut 2.081/].90*** 1.785/3.66*** 1.679/2,91***

Wege; 0.116/2.58*** 0.090/2.19** 0.116/2.58***

Frlngee 0.125/3.52*** 0.153/4.26*** 0.128/3.40***

Jobpartic 0.097/2.42** 0.096/2.33** 0.096/2.33**

Unlonpertlc 0.110/3.11*** 0.097/2.91*** 0.123/3.24**•

Uniouinfo 0.021/0.62 0.008/0.27 0.023/0.66

Crievance 0.085/2.62*** 0.092/2.85*** 0,087/Z_50«•~

Convene -0.184/0.80 -0.41/1.43 -0.271/0.82

Audit 0.503/1.71* 0.003/0.01 0.373/1.00

Term --·---··• 0.757/2.03** 0.375/0.75

Exbdlst —-·—·-·-- -0.158/0.62 —0.130/0.43

Nompov ---•--—-- 0.197/0.64 0.166/0.41

Elecref --··—---- 0.332/1.15 0.595/1.79*

Inltmbr -0.068/0.18 -—---•·-—- 0.033/0.73

Endeet 0.233/0.57 —-—-—----• 0.186/0.44

Remmbr -1.046/2.03** --------- —l.045/1.61

Remest -1.884/0.68 ··--—-—-•- 1.941/1.29

Appest 1.565/0.57 ·—--•—---— 1.815/1.24

Salpov -0.234/0.70 -0.439/1.25 --—-------

L4. 0 0 0

kl; 1.35/8.57*** 1.33/8.62*** 1.38/8.57***

*33 3.52/24.67*** 3.43/25.53*** 3.62/25.37***

Pseudo-R2 .37 .35 .38*°“
%ä3‘$‘Z¥’° %§$‘2§§" %ää‘äé§"

11 L
23.80*** 15.86** 30.48***
(20.09) (18.47) (24.72)

'lzc
7.88* 15.82** 1.20
(9.49) (11.07) (5.99)

axz rest for the hypothesis that all explanatory variables have zero
~coefficients (and critical value at l percent level or slgnlfltanteu.

bx: test for the hypothesis that all the unlon procedural variables have

zsrc coeFF!c1ents (and critical value at l nercent level of

stgnlflcance).

cxz test fur the hvpothesis that the omltted tvpe of union procedural

varlables has zero coefficlents (and critical value at 5 percent

level of sivnlficance).
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obtain the first joint regression. This is regression 1, shown in Table

11.

In each successive regression in Table 11, one "type" of

constitutional variable is deleted in order to test their individual

effects on satisfaction. These "types" include, in turn, the variables

CONVENE, AUDIT, a group of variables dealing with officer election

procedures, a group of variables dealing with officer removal

procedures, and the variable SALPOW.

Pseudo—R2 values in Table 11 range from .35 to .39. Log likelihood

X2 values are large enough at the one percent level of significance to

reject the null hypothesis that all alternatives are equally likely (X2

values are reported in Table 11). Due to data limitations, however, the

exact contribution of each variable cannot be identified individually.

Four constitutional variables are found to be individually

statistically significant determinants of satisfaction in at least one

equation. As expected, AUDIT, ELECREF, and TERM are positively related

to satisfaction. REMMBR was expected to be positively related to

satisfaction, but is found to have a statistically significant negative

coefficient in regressions 1 and 4.

Log likelihood ratio tests are conducted, comparing each

regression in Table 11 with the restricted model, regression 4B, in

Table 10. The computed X2 values are reported in Table 11. These X2

values are large enough in all but one regression to reject at the one

percent level of significance the null hypothesis that the

constitutional variables add nothing to the regressions' explanatory

power. When the set of officer removal variables is deleted for
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regression 5, the X2 value is large enough to reject at the five percent

level of significance the null hypothesis that the remaining

constitutional variables add nothing to the regression's explanatory

power.

Chi-square results for the omission of individual constitutional

variables or sets of variables are reported in Table 11 for regressions

2 through 5. The hypothesis that the deleted variables do not add to the

model's explanatory power can be rejected at the five percent level of

significance for the officer removal variables (regression 5) and at the

ten percent level of significance for the officer election variables

(regression 4).

A final regression, presented in Table 12, examines the effects on

union member satisfaction of the constitutional variables only. In this

regression, ELECREF and REMMBR are found to be statistically significant

determinants of satisfaction, although only ELECREF has the predicted

sign.

A pseudo-R2 value of .03 is computed for this equation. The log

likelihood X2 value is not large enough at the ten percent level of

significance to reject the null hypothesis that all alternatives are

equally likely. The insignificance of the constitutional variables as

indicated by this X2 test suggests that constitutional variables are not

the sole determinants through their influence on the performance

variables of the satisfaction of the members.

The results in this section indicate that constitutional procedures

do have independent effects on satisfaction and should be included, in

addition to performance variables, in regressions explaining union
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TABLE 12

ORDERED PROBIT RESULTS FOR UNION PROCEDURE VARIABLES

Independent n = 187
Variable Coefficient/t-statistic

Constant 2.143/4.15***1
Convene 0.080/0.29
Audit 0.106/0.40
Term -0.342/0.91
Exbdist 0.035/0.17
Nompow -0.179/0.54
Elecref 0.463/1.70*
Initmbr -0.041/0.13
Endest -0.550/1.51
Remmbr -0.925/1.88*
Remest -0.858/0.81
Appest 0.454/0.45
Salpow 0.280/0.94

po ¤
pl 0.74/8.42***

. p2 2.01/17.49***

Pseudo-R2 .03

aX2 14.61
(26.21)

a
X2 test for the hypothesis that all explanatory variables have zero
coefficients (and critical value at 1 percent level of significance).

1
***

denotes significance level of 0.01.

** denotes significance level of 0.05.

* denotes significance level of 0.10.
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members' satisfaction with their unious.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

This study investigates the determinants of union members'

satisfaction with their unions. Two theories of member satisfaction are

formulated. In the first, satisfaction is hypothesized to be a function

of specific union performances. The second theory relates satisfaction

to the relationship between unions and their members. Constitutional

procedures, in addition to performance, are the predicted determinants

of satisfaction.

A set of variables measuring union performance in various areas

thought to be important to union members is constructed to test the

first theory. In the second theory, labor union constitutions are

viewed as explicit contracts between unions and their members, and

various constitutional provisions are quantified and used as a set of

satisfaction determinants.

Performance variables are found to be the primary determinants of

satisfaction, explaining the majority of the measured Variation in

satisfaction.

The constitutional variables cannot be ignored, however, because

when they are combined with performance variables they do contribute

significantly, in a statistical sense, to the explanatory power of the

union satisfaction model.

It appears that constitutional "contracts" which specify officer

removal and officer election procedures do help to solve union members'

agency problems and thus increase their satisfaction with their unions.
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